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3 Open Foundations: Interior Design

Welcome
Welcome to the Open College of the Arts and to your Open Foundation in Interior Design.

About The Open College of the Arts (OCA)
OCA is a leading provider of flexible, open learning courses, a thriving educational charity, and
part of the University for the Creative Arts (UCA).
Founded in 1987 by Michael Young, Lord Young of Dartington, OCA’s charitable purpose is
to widen participation in arts education. We achieve this through embedding our values of
openness and flexibility into how our courses are designed, structured and taught. This means
producing high quality learning materials that are open and flexible enough for all students
to have meaningful learning experiences, and a teaching model that allows you to work
flexibly, where and when you want. Supporting this approach are tutors, who are experienced
educators and creative practitioners, also working flexibly, and at a distance.
UCA are a leading specialist arts institution that have validated the educational quality of OCA
courses for many years. While your foundation course is not currently validated, UCA are still
involved in ensuring the quality of the support you receive.

About your Open Foundation course
OCA’s Open Foundations courses are designed for students who want to develop their skills
and understanding before embarking onto higher education (HE) study, but they can also be
studied as interesting courses in their own right.
The idea of the Foundation course has a long history in art colleges, from their development
at the Bauhaus in 1920s Germany and 1940s USA, to the ‘Basic Design Course’ within UK art
colleges from the 1950s onwards. In line with this tradition, OCA’s Open Foundation aims to
provide a broad introduction to creative disciplines through which you can make informed
decisions about your creative direction, build your confidence, and familiarise yourself with the
study skills needed to progress.
The Foundation is a pre-degree course that equates to HE Level 3. It encourages you to take an
exploratory approach to how you develop, and test your skills, knowledge and understanding
to an introductory level, as well as providing a diagnostic experience that allows you to test
out a range of different ways of working. It has been designed to be an achievable course for
those new to the subject, but equally should be challenging enough to make the experience
meaningful to you.
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Course aims
“The streets are full of admirable craftsmen - but so few practical dreamers.”
Man Ray, Visual Artist
The Foundation: Interior Design course aims to help you discover the practical dreamers of the
future.
We hope to stimulate your enthusiasm for designing spaces and provide a foundation level
course which may lead on to the Open College of the Arts Interior Design degree course.
Interior design as a profession is only just over 110 years old. In that time, what began as
‘decorating’ has evolved into today’s highly specialized landscape. Thoughtful interior design
can not only make a space function better and look amazing, it can impact mood and
wellbeing. People respond to their environment and this can be directed by manipulation of
design fundamentals.
The course has been designed to offer you an insight into the creative processes, critical
thinking and practical skills needed to conduct a personal investigation into the navigation,
conceptualisation and occupation of space.

Learning outcomes
On successful completion of this course, you’ll be able to:
• Explore different ways to understand the built environment
• See interior spaces in new ways
• Begin to shape ideas as inspiration for future work
You’ll begin to see and use the elements which are central to an interior designer’s practice: line,
form, material, colour, pattern, texture, light and space. You’ll use your imagination to design all
aspects of diverse spaces and shape the structure of the space itself.
You will start to develop creative confidence of your individual design identity through
independent thought, growth of personal ideologies, self analysis and evaluation and critical
reflection to enhance and enrich your work.
You will develop methods of your choice to communicate your thoughts. Exercises will employ
mostly analogue media to articulate ideas, but you should experiment with digital 2D & 3D
media if you can.
On completion of the course OCA will help you judge whether you have gained sufficient skills
and enough confidence to go on to further study at HE level with OCA, or elsewhere, and be
able to decide on the nature and direction of your studies or practice.
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Getting started
This section introduces you to studying at OCA and helps you get started by undertaking a
series of seven short exercises. These are designed to help you establish a learning log, set up
your working space, and study schedule. They also prepare you for your initial contact with your
tutor and to say hello to fellow students. You should be able to work through these reasonably
quickly, and the time invested will help you throughout your studies.
As a distance learning student you receive learning materials that take you through the
content of the Foundation. These have been developed by experienced academics and
creative practitioners in collaboration with OCA. Your materials provide case studies and visual
examples, links to resources and suggested research, and are typically structured into five parts
covering a number of different topics. Each part contains research tasks, exercises, and projects
that encourages you to undertake your own research, make work, and reflect on your progress.
You will work through one part at a time, undertaking any tasks and documenting your work as
you go in your learning log. Once you complete a given part, you will submit a selection of your
work and your learning log to your tutor, who will review it and provide you with feedback.

Research task: The role of the tutor
You can find out more about the role of your tutor through watching this short video:
https://vimeo.com/180282269
Tutor feedback can be written or verbal (provided online through Google Meet or by telephone
with brief notes), depending on what you would rather receive. Tutor feedback will be timely,
well-grounded, constructive, and challenging. It will reflect on the work you have produced,
and provide pointers on how you can improve.
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Tip: Reflecting on your feedback
It’s really useful for you to reflect on this feedback in your learning log, identifying what you feel
are the key themes and areas for development. This will help provide a better understanding
of what you are taking from your feedback, and help you develop a reflective approach to your
studies. If you are using a public facing blog, and want to quote from the feedback, please refer
to ‘your tutor’ rather than by naming them personally.
Alongside providing learning materials and access to a tutor, OCA supports your learning by
providing additional resources and opportunities to talk to fellow students on our discuss
forums.

Research task: Accessing OCA’s student website
The OCA student site [www.oca-student.com] will be a key resource for you during your studies
with OCA, so take some time to familiarise yourself with it. Log onto the OCA student website
and find the video guide to using the website. Watch the video and make some notes in your
learning log.
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Exercise 0.1: What do you want/need to gain from the Open Foundation?
As a Foundation, the course aims to introduce you to some of the main ideas and practices
of your creative discipline. You may already be bringing some skills, knowledge and
understanding with you, based on previous experiences or other courses. Equally you may be
aware of gaps in your knowledge that you want to develop, or areas you are keen to explore for
the first time.
To help support your learning it’s useful for your tutor to get a sense of your own creative
background, your expectations of the Foundation and any other information you‘d like to share.
To help you think about this, respond to the following two questions that ask what you want
and what you might need from the course. Write a short paragraph or around 5 bullet points for
each question.
Write down the key things you would like to gain from doing the Open Foundation course.
These might be based on what’s motivating you to study - for example, a desire to progress into
higher education, wanting to develop your work, a love of your subject, or wishing to engage
with other creative practitioners. In other words, what do you want to gain from the course?
Write down the key things you feel might need to develop to gain these things. These might
be practical considerations, such as developing your IT skills, thoughts on how you adapt to
flexible learning, or other areas you feel you need to develop.

As an OCA student you need to keep a learning log as a way of documenting your creative
responses to this course, your reflections on your progress, and as a way of sharing your work
with your tutor.
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A learning log should be a summary of your creative process, documenting the various stages
you have gone through, with visual examples, and a brief narrative explaining or reflecting on
your creative process and outcomes. It is helpful if your learning log makes reference to each
part of the course including any exercise titles or research tasks.
Some OCA students choose to keep their learning log as an online blog, a notebook or a
combination of these. One advantage of using a blog is that it allows your tutor to follow your
work as it develops and makes sharing your work simple, especially if you have a lot of digital
elements. You may also find it useful to have notebooks as well as a blog. For example, to take
notes at gallery visits so things are fresh in your mind, but then allows you to type up your notes
and add any photos onto your blog afterwards. Some students use their mobile phones to flick
through sketchbooks to add to their blogs, rather than posting them. In addition to blogs, some
students produce a series of short audio or video logs (vlogs) to record their reflections.
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You may find that you start out using one method but feel you may prefer the other. Don’t
worry this is perfectly normal and all part of your learning journey - simply let your tutor know
which method works best for you.

Tip: summarising your learning
Whatever form of learning log you decide to use, get into the habit of going through what
you’ve produced and summarising your key learning for your tutor. See this summary as a
signpost to your learning, so you’re pointing out key moments or blog posts. This will save them
having to read, watch, or listen to your entire log to find out what’s been important to you. It
also encourages you to be more reflective in your approach.

Research task: Looking at learning logs
There are many blog posts on weareoca.com about learning logs. Do some research to see how
other students have approached theirs. https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log

Exercise 0.2: Setting up your learning log
If you want to set up your learning log as an online blog follow these steps and use the OCA
blog template to help you get started:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/study-guide/oca-wordpress-blog-template
If you’re not using a blog, establish how you might use folders, sketchbooks, or a digital file as
your learning log.
You can find more guides on the OCA student website on Introducing Learning logs and
Keeping an Online Blog.
www.oca-student.com/
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Throughout the Foundation you will be asked to undertake research into the work of other
creative practitioners. Creative practitioners could be those currently involved in your subject
area, famous or historic practitioners, or more generally, those artists, designers, musicians,
filmmakers or writers that help to inform your creative approach. Some of the time this will
involve looking at people’s work, reading about their practice, or delving into theories and
debates surrounding your discipline by reading articles or books. You can do this by searching
online or via any local library you have access to. Some key texts will be provided by OCA. Get
into the habit of referencing any research you undertake in your learning log by clearly naming
the artist, designer, or writer; the name of the work cited and when it was produced; and where
you accessed the resource - from a website (citing a URL or web address), a book (citing the
author, date, title and publisher), or from an exhibition (citing title, gallery, and dates), etc.
University students often use the Harvard system for doing academic references, as outlined in
this resource: www.oca-student.com/resource-type/academic-referencing
Don’t worry if you’re not using Harvard fully at this stage but it is good practice to get into the
habit of using Harvard especially if you go on to study at HE; make sure you can name, date,
title, and reference where you accessed the work, where possible.

Research task: Study tips
WeAreOCA have a regular blog thread focusing on study tips and hearing from students’
experiences of studying. Visit the blog and read through some of the posts:
https://weareoca.com/category/students/study-tips/
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Exercise 0.3: Analysing and reflecting
This exercise is designed to introduce the idea of analysing and reflecting on the work of others,
and to give you some material for your first learning log entry or blogpost. It shouldn’t take
long to complete.
Here’s a selection of creative practitioners that you will encounter during this foundation.
1. Choose one of these names and find a piece of work they’ve produced.
Remember to reference the works you have chosen, so it’s clear what you are looking at, who
made it, and when.
2. Pick one of the pieces and briefly describe it.
Consider its appearance by looking at it and trying to describe what you see. What are the
different elements within the work and how do these elements work together. What do you
think the work is trying to communicate? Imagine you’re describing the work to somebody over
the telephone. Try to do this in no more than 50 words.
Technically, what you’re doing here is analysing the formal visual language of an image. This
is known as visual research or, sometimes visual analysis. Writing can be a useful tool in visual
analysis, but you can also annotate images with notes.
3. Using the same piece, briefly write about how you relate to this work.
Do you like it or hate it, find it intriguing, influential or outdated, and if so, why? Does the work
connect to wider ideas or other creative practitioners? In other words, what’s your opinion on
this work. Again, try to do this in no more than 50 words.
What you’re doing here is being reflective by considering your own relationship to the work,
as well as contextualising their work by thinking about how it might connect to wider ideas
or practices in some way. Don’t worry about ‘getting it wrong’ or ‘missing the point’. Perhaps
your reflection raises more questions than answers. Remember that in the arts there are no
definitively right or wrong answers, just different opinions – some more authoritative than
others.
4. Use the text you’ve generated to create your first blog post or learning log entry.
Finally, you may want to be self-reflective by considering your experience of doing the exercise.
Did you find this an easy or difficult task? Did it raise any interesting issues or areas you want to
develop further? Write a sentence or two picking up on any points in your learning log.
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Your Foundation course requires around 400 learning hours and can be undertaken flexibly,
part-time, or full-time, depending on how quickly you want to learn. You have a maximum of
two years to complete these learning hours, but if you spread your learning over too long a
timeframe it’s easy to lose momentum. With this in mind, you might want to aim to complete
this course within 12 months (working approximately 8 hours per week), 8 months (at 14 hours
per week) or at a full time rate of 4 months (at 28 hours per week).
Allow around 20% of your learning hours for reflection and keeping your learning log up to
date.
During the course your tutor will suggest dates by which your next assignment is due based on
which of these time frames you want to work within. Deadlines can be renegotiated if needed
in discussion with your tutor, so long as they fit within the overall maximum time frame for the
course.

Tip: Additional support
Remember that if you have difficulty with any of your deadlines please get in touch with your
tutor. They can discuss how quickly you want to work and set a suggested deadline during your
Google Meet/phone conversation.
Additional support is available from the OCA Head Office in the form of Course Support,
Student Services and Learner Support. You can email Course Support [coursesupport@
oca.ac.uk] for answers to course content or subject related questions. Student Services
[studentadvice@oca.ac.uk] if you have queries around study resources, time frames, finance and
funding, or any general enquiries. Or contact Learner Support [learnersupport@oca.ac.uk] if any
personal circumstances or disabilities begin to impact on your ability to study.

Allocating regular time for your studies will help you balance your course work with the rest
of your life. It’s important to be realistic about what you can achieve. For example, don’t try
to undertake the course full-time, while working full-time, and juggling everything else you
do. You’ll end up seeing the course as ‘another thing to do’ which won’t be useful for your
motivation or creativity. It’s much better to give yourself some breathing space to enjoy the
challenge of your studies.
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Tip: Pomodoro technique
The Pomodoro references the popular tomato-shaped food timer. Developed by Francesco
Cirillo as a technique to help manage working time, the technique simply structures your focus
on a task into 25 minute blocks with short breaks in-between. In other words:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the task to be done. For example, doing a drawing or reading a text
Set a timer for 20-25 minutes (it doesn’t have to be a Pomodoro!)
Work on the task
When the timer goes, have a short break.
Then set the timer and start again

After more than four cycles, take a longer break
It can help with concentration and focus, and helps to see what can be achieved in a short
period of time.
Depending on your circumstances, you might allocate time in different ways - a day a week, an
hour a day, larger blocks of time such as weekends or holidays, or a combination of approaches.
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Exercise 0.4: Managing your time
Ask yourself the following questions.
• How much time you can allocate to your studies each week?
• What is my most/least productive time of the day?
• How well do I manage time?
If your Foundation course requires around 400 hours learning, you can break this down
further by allocating 80 hours for each part of the course. Within each part you might want to
subdivide your 80 hours by the number of topics, exercises or other tasks. Look at the contents
page of this course to see how many there are. This should give you a rough idea of how long
you need to spend on activities. Of course, it’s hard to know how long things take until you’ve
done them. Perhaps use this Getting Started section as a benchmark - how long will it take you
to get through all of the exercises? Make a note in your learning log.
Once you have answered these questions, make a rough weekly study plan that is realistic and
you can stick to. This will help you meet your deadlines you set with your tutor, share this plan
when you introduce yourself to your tutor.

Finding a space to study is equally important. You will need a space to make your work, be it the
kitchen table, a spare room or an existing studio space; a space to work on your learning log - if
you have opted for a blog for your learning log, then you will need access to a computer; and
space to read and reflect which could be much more flexible and also slot into other times, for
example reading on the train on the way to work.
In order to study you will also need some resources. These will differ depending on what
you’re studying. At a basic level you will need drawing and writing tools, paper, sketchbooks,
and access to libraries or digital resources. Think about what other materials, tools, or other
resources you might need, as well as any specialist subject-related equipment.
If you are able, you should supplement your practical studies with regular visits to interior
spaces, exhibitions, museums and galleries. Seeing the work of others ‘in the flesh’ is an
important aspect of art study and a source of inspiration, a way to pick up new and exciting
ideas. Look online and make a note of exhibitions that feature interior design or architecture.
Visit as many as you can. If you’re travelling some distance, plan your time carefully and try not
to cram too much into your day. You should try to join us on OCA study visits too; look out for
them on the OCA blog weareoca.com.
For students who, for whatever reason, are unable to travel, alternatives, such as live webcams,
have been indicated as a way to complete exercises.
Some courses require the use of specialist software, so along with a computer, you will also
need to download and install these applications. Where possible we have highlighted ‘freeware’
options, that are available free of charge, as well as industry standard software you may want to
purchase.
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Tip: Student discounts on software
All students enrolled with OCA are encouraged to register for an NUS card. The card entitles you
to discounts on thousands of products including software and apps.
For this Foundation, we recommend you use:
• www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/autocad
• https://student.myvectorworks.net
• http://librecad.org/cms/home.html
• www.youtube.com/watch?v=74Cb06CLQbo
• Adobe creative suite is available at a discounted monthly price for students:
www.adobe.com/uk/creativecloud/buy/students.html

Exercise 0.5: Setting up your space
Prepare a list of the equipment and other resources you might need. What do you currently
have and what might you need? Don’t worry if you don’t have everything now, there’s plenty of
time to build your resources as you progress through the course. If you’re not sure of what you
need, then prepare a list of questions to ask your tutor.
Now, choose a space, or spaces, where you will do most of your study, and prepare it so it’s an
environment you will enjoy working in and you are able to store your equipment and resources.
Take a photo of your studio space to share with your tutor via your learning log.
You’ll need to check for any specific requirements before starting each part of the course but
here’s a general list of equipment that you’ll need throughout the course:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a computer or laptop with internet connection
sketchbook/s of your choice
sheets of cartridge paper: A4, A3, A2
graphite pencils
selection of black pens, fibre tips, fine liners, brush pens, etc.
coloured pencils (optional)
coloured felt pens (optional)
PVA glue and glue stick
scalpel (Swann Morton no 3 scalpel handle with 10A blades)
an A4 file (with loose plastic sleeves – optional)
double-sided tape and masking tape

A list of additional materials specifically for model making is listed within Topic 2
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Exercise 0.6: Say hello to your fellow students
It’s worth remembering that while you’re in your space working, there’s lots of other OCA
Foundation students doing the same thing. Your fellow students can provide fresh perspectives,
feedback and encouragement. Get in touch with other OCA students to say hello, and to share
something about you or your practice. For example, by sharing your online learning log URL,
your work on Exercise 3, or your photo of your studio space. You can make contact with them
through our OCA discuss site: [https://discuss.oca-student.com/]. You’ll find a welcome section
here: https://discuss.oca-student.com/c/welcome-introduce-yourself-here
You can also talk to fellow students through your email group, which you were added to when
you enrolled. This email group is specific to your course. Its purpose is to make it easier for
students studying the same course at the same time to talk to one another, upload images
and critique one another’s work. Through these groups you have access to the experience of
students who are further along in their studies who can offer advice and guidance and you can
take comfort in knowing there are others at the same point as you starting off, who may share
the same worries or concerns. These course discussion groups utilise ‘Google groups’ to operate.
Click here: www.oca-student.com/content/course-discussions-feature-launched for more
information.
Remember to communicate respectfully and responsibly with other students and OCA staff
online. If you would like further information listen to this short piece on Netiquette:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-guide-elements/getting-grips-netiquette

Research task: OCASA
OCA’s Student Association (OCASA) [www.ocasa.org.uk] is also available to you as a student.
Visit their website to find out more.
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Exercise 0.7: Say hello to your tutor
For your final exercise, get in touch with your tutor to arrange a 15-20 min conversation using
Google Meet [https://meet.google.com/] (if you have the technology available) or over the
phone. This is an opportunity to say hello to your tutor and put a voice to a name. It’s also
a chance to discuss how best to schedule your time, document your work, and share it. The
previous exercises and research tasks will have helped you prepare for this conversation and
identified any questions you’d like to ask.
You may want to reflect on this conversation in your learning log as a way to identify any key
points and as a starting point to refer back to later on.
Finally, you may want to reflect on doing this introduction as a whole. Has it been useful and are
things we could do differently? Feel free to get in touch with OCA directly or use the forums to
help us improve our support if you have any ideas.

Well done. You should now be ready to start Part One of your course. Don’t worry if you are still
getting to grips with using your blog, adjusting to this form of learning, or don’t have all the
resources you need. There’s plenty of time to develop these as you progress. Don’t forget, that
if you get stuck along the way the plenty of support available from OCA and encouragement
from your fellow students.
Enjoy the rest of your studies!
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Open Foundation: Interior Design

Part One: Drawing and Making

Image description: Sketch of an interior. Image
credit: Macquarie Bank, Courtsey of Clive Wilkinson
Architects
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Use the table below to keep track of your progress.

Exercise

Page

Exercise 1.1: Dots

25

Exercise 1.2: Lines

26

Exercise 1.3: Layers

27

Exercise 1.4: Perspective drawing

29

Exercise 1.5: Perspective Sketches From Life

33

Exercise: 1:6 Two Dimensional Computer Aided Design

35

Exercise 1.7: Cutting

48

Exercise 1.8: Score and Snap

49

Exercise 1.9: Simple Stair

52

Exercise 1.10: Researching Ideas

55

Exercise 1.11: Design

55

Exercise 1.12: 3D CAD

57

Research Task
Research task - Developing a glossary

21
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Complete

Drawing and model making offer a way to begin to capture scenes or record any designs that
you have visualised. Sketches and sketch models are not only the best ways to express your
design thinking but they are the engine of idea creation itself.
Freehand drawing and sketch model making are distinct from technical drawing which follows
later in the design process as it refines ideas and explores detailed concepts to mesh design
with the constraints of the physical world. For many people it can still be quicker to work
through multiple concepts by hand rather than using a computer.
In this first part of the course you will be looking closely at your environment and exploring
ways to begin translating it into two and three-dimensional artwork, as well as experimenting
with digital media. You will be taken through exercises designed to kick off your drawing
habit and show you some of the techniques used in interior representation. You will then be
led through some basic physical model making techniques to bring the third dimension into
your thinking and encourage an appreciation of working at scale. Your first Project asks you to
select and present your responses to these topics, and to add a short reflective commentary
that narrates your learning so far. You can do this through your learning log or as a visual
presentation. See it as a way of introducing your work to your tutor.

Research task - Developing a glossary
Throughout the course you will be introduced to ideas, terminology, and language you may be
unfamiliar with. To help keep track of these new words and what they mean, it’s a good idea to
develop a glossary you can refer back to. Use your learning log to write down any new words
and what they mean. You might want to refer to dictionaries or other resources to help you. Keep
adding new terms as you encounter them and see your glossary as an ongoing resource, so you
might want to amend definitions as your understanding of them deepens.
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Topic 1: Drawing
Hand drawing is not just a tool for idea generation and communication, but is equally a tool for
seeing. To draw an interior, you have to look in a new way. You must pause and scrutinize shape,
form, texture, rhythm, composition, and light. Previously unnoticed features will be revealed to
you, awakening your senses.
Technical drawings can appear cold and unnatural at first, because their essence is to contain
and communicate vital information and not to excite emotion. Vibrant freehand sketches play
a different role as they convey enthusiasm and excitement, whilst letting the viewer know that
the concepts illustrated are in their earliest stages and will therefore be subject to later change.
Do not expect to be immediately gifted with your pen. An understanding of the process of
creating meaningful sketches is more important than the end drawing itself. It is about drawing
what you see, not what you think you see, or what you already know as a chair, table or interior.
With practice you will gain the experience and confidence to create expressive, thoughtful
sketches that convey your personal interpretation.

Drawing Tools
In essence all you need is a pencil, a thin pen, a thick pen, shading pens and a ruler.
The clutch, mechanical or propelling pencil saves you from constant sharpening. Although to
commit to pen is best, pencil does allow you to create and adapt plans with the added security
of being able to erase any mistakes. They are especially useful for setting up perspective lines to
sketch over in ink or for subtle dashed lines to illustrate imaginary boundaries between spaces.
Fineliner or pigment liner pens are a class of fine fibre, plastic or metal tip pens that are typically
used for graphic, drawing or sketching purposes. Many people like the unique feel of the tip
compared to a traditional ball-tipped pen which indents the paper.
Marker pens have different nib sizes for shading or detailing and a huge range of colour shades
from subtle greys to soft flesh tones and vibrant colours. Shading uses different tones and
colours to show texture, form and the play of light and shadow.
They are expensive so begin with a basic set of three shades of grey, using lighter to darker to
show layering and depth from foreground to background. Alternatively, experiment with less
expensive brands or with watercolour or chalks to see what effects you can achieve.
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Approaching drawing
It takes time and practice to learn the skills of drawing and illustration, but these exercises are
where you begin. The intention of them is to provide some fundamentals of drawing and the
idea is for you to continue to develop a unique relationship with all kinds of drawing media;
anything from primitive charcoal to contemporary digital drawing, moving you beyond
fundamental concepts to aesthetic decision-making.
If you allow drawing to develop into a habit throughout the course and beyond, you will always
have your ideas at your fingertips.

‘Quick sketches and formal technical drawings are used in conjunction to conceive new
ideas and examine their impact on the scheme. Plans are usually the first technical
drawings to be made, but as soon as the first planning options are being explored, the
designer should be thinking in three dimensions, so elevations, sections or perspective
sketches will follow to show other aspects of the space. Drawing is an excellent way of
comparing alternatives, of seeing different options side by side.’
Dodsworth. S (2009, p16) The Fundamentals of Interior Design. Bloomsbury Academic
Drawing can be used to observe and record what you see, as well as visualising ideas. When
drawing from life, observe as carefully as you can, concentrating on what is actually there rather
than what you think is there.
Be brave, use ink from the beginning; it forces you to carefully study the subject knowing that
any mistakes cannot simply be erased. Use multiple sizes of plain paper sketch pads from A5
through A4 to A3 or larger. Try to carry one of the smaller ones with you to record thoughts as
they occur or notable things as you see them. Remember that drawing takes practice, so keep
at it.
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Reading and Research Points
This course guide will point you to specific learning/reading materials that you need to refer to
for particular reading and reasearch points. Some of these learning materials can be sourced
from the reading list while others are publicly available online. Some resources have been
specifically prepared for this course – for example, CN_FD0ID_P24_Drawing for Interior Design.
You’ll find these on the OCA student site.
You may want to access: Drawing for Interior Design By Drew Plunkett. Laurence King; 2 edition
(15 Sept. 2014) ISBN-10: 1780671776. You’ll find this on the student site as a course resource
named: CN_FD0ID_P24_Drawing for Interior Design
The first section of the introduction: “Why we draw” of this book explains well how an “idea [is]
an ill-defined image that exists for a moment in the imagination and continues to flit, evasively,
across the mind’s eye.”
The illustrations in this book also show you the huge variety of creative representation available
to the designer.
Search online for different examples of sketches of interior spaces old or new and copy some
to your learning log with your notes on their style and technique. Try to identify the different
drawing implements and the methods used to create different styles.
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Exercise 1.1: Dots
A point marks a position in space and a line is a series of points. Lines multiply to describe
volumes, planes, and textures. A line is made by connecting between two points, or it can trace
the path of a moving point. A line can be a positive mark or a negative gap. Lines appear at the
edges of objects and where two planes meet. Straight or curved, continuous or broken, lines
have thickness, texture and weight dependent on how they are created: pencil, pen, brush,
mouse etc.
You’ll need:
• Sketchpad/cartridge paper
• clutch pencil (also ‘automatic’ or
‘propelling’)
• drawing board
Choose an interior space where you live and
site yourself with a view you wish to draw.
Place dots at the junctions of floors, walls
and ceilings before drawing any lines. For
each straight freehand line, place your pencil
on the first dot but keep your eye on the
destination dot as you move the pen towards
it in one motion.
Image description: Black and white
Complete this drawing using your clutch
photograph of a Clutch Pencil
pencil only. Make sure you look up at what
you are drawing every thirty seconds to
place a series of dots, then connect them, then look up and add another set of dots and repeat.
Include all sizable orthogonal features (involving right angles or perpendiculars) before adding
in curves and objects.
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Exercise 1.2: Lines
Take your previous drawing, from Exercise 1.1: Dots, and use a series of different drawing tools
to go over your pencil lines with another distinct but permanent marking tool.
Consider using the following tools:
• Ruler
• eraser
• fine point pen
• biro
• felt pens
• markers
• brush
• ink/watercolour/acrylic
• or any other line making implement you can find.
Try out both freehand and ruler and experiment with multiple lines over each other. Avoid
broken lines as you draw and overlap them very slightly where they meet. This defines corners
and keeps them from looking rounded. Don’t spend more than 30 minutes on this drawing.

Image description: Pentel automatic pencil and 4D marker pen
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Exercise 1.3: Layers
For this exercise you’ll need:
•

Tervakoski detail paper roll (A3 x 100m) or similar. Detail paper roll is thin tracing paper on a
roll. 100 metres may seem like a large amount and a big initial cost but you should be using
overlays a lot. You’ll still be able to get a year of coursework out of it.

•

Paperclips or tape

Use detail paper roll to overlay your previous drawing, from Exercise 1.2 and trace it but use
your imagination to change some elements. Not just furniture or objects but make changes to
walls, add glazing, sunken areas or new textures. Continue to add multiple layers, tracing and
changing each layer as you think through possible alternative forms and ideas.
The idea is to draw, redraw and draw again over work in quick succession as you think and
design. The detail paper will be thin enough to see what you are drawing over (even with
multiple layers) and is therefore easy to tear - but it is still sturdy enough.
Try not to spend more than ten minutes on any one layer. Select layers that work together and
paperclip or tape them together and scan the resultant image to record it.

Reading Point
Will Jones and Narinder Sagoo (2011), Architects’ Sketchbooks ,Thames & Hudson.
ISBN-10: 0500342687. You’ll find this as a resource on the student site named:
CN_FD0ID_P27_Architects’ Sketchbooks

“Take a privileged view inside the private sketchbooks of over eighty architects and
studios from around the world. Densely packed with over 750 illustrations, Architects
Sketchbooks is a joyful celebration…”

Linear perspective is based on a series of guidelines and points that help to create a realistic
sense of depth in drawings. There are several types of perspective: one point, two point and
three point.
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Reading and Research Points
Briefly look at the history of perspective drawing and other forms of spatial representation find
example drawings of different types, such as oblique projection or Isometric.
You may wish to access: John Montague, John Wiley & Sons, (1998) Basic Perspective Drawing: A
Visual Approach by; 3rd Revised edition ISBN-10: 0471292311
The relevant section is: Rendering perspective views from observed reality.You’ll find this as a
resource on the student site named: CN_FD0ID_P28_Basic Perspective Drawing: A Visual
Approach

In this next exercise we will focus on two-point perspective for a simple imagined interior
space. The lines that border the edges and shapes in your drawing will be traced back to two
‘vanishing points’.
As we are not drawing from life, you can sit at your usual workspace with A3 paper taped to
your board, a clutch pencil, rulers, eraser and ink pens (only for use at the end).

Tip
Take photos at different stages of your drawing to record the exercise so you are able to see
how your drawings have progressed. You might want to compare these stages and reflect on
them in your learning log. Are there particular points in the drawing process you feel are more
successful than others, and how might you approach things differently next time?
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Exercise 1.4: Perspective drawing
In this exercise you will complete a two-point perspective drawing. The point referred to is a
‘Vanishing point’, where perspective lines in a drawing appear to converge. You can use one
vanishing point for perspective drawing but two-point is much more useful for interior spaces
and not much harder to draw.
Draw rulered pencil guide lines approximately 8cm in from all the paper edges with your clutch
pencil and ruler to form a border. Next draw a ‘horizon line’; this is simply a horizontal line
across the centre of your paper. Note where the horizon line intersects with your vertical right
and left border lines, these are your two vanishing points.
Now connect from your vanishing points to the opposing top and bottom corners. You should
have two squashed crosses one above the horizon line and one below. Your page should look
like Figure 3 below:

Image description: Line drawing of a two point perspective.
The red dots indicate the Vanishing Points. Now draw a central vertical line between the
intersections of each cross and two verticals 4cm in from your two vertical border lines that run
to the top and bottom angle lines. In ink, connect the end points of these lines to the ends of
the centre vertical. Ink the verticals you connected and your page should look like Figure 4
below:

Image description: Line drawing of a two point perspective.
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You should now recognise this as the beginning of an interior view of the corner of a room.
Now you can draw a doorway by drawing a vertical line from the bottom of one of your interior
walls, stopping short of the top of the wall. Now connect the top of that line to your right hand
vanishing point with your ruler and draw the line of the top of the door, stopping when the
proportion looks right. Connect the end of your door top back to the bottom of the wall and
you’ve created a doorway.

Image description: Line drawing of a two point perspective. Which is
taking the form of the corner of a room.
With your eraser, rub out the horizon line and the lines which run from the top and bottom of
your central vertical line to where the horizon line intersects with the right and left border lines.
To ‘see through’ that doorway, pencil back in the portion of your original floor/ceiling reference
line that you can now ‘see’ through the opening.
Using the same principle of referring lines to vanishing points, draw in as many other elements
as you wish to experiment with. These could be a window, floorboards, another door, a picture
frame, a table or anything else you might find in an interior, try straight sided elements first.

Image description: Line drawing of a two point perspective. Which is
taking the form of the corner of a room, now with a table, chair and
doorway.
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Further experiment by introducing curved surfaces or objects into your room. These could be a
ceiling rose and pendant light, a rug or a circular coffee table.
Use the same perspective technique to establish a square the curved form would sit within
then bisect it into four and draw the curve in each quadrant by eye. If you need to you can
further bisect the square to make each freehand curve smaller.

Image description: Line drawing of a two point perspective. Which is
the corner of a room, with all the guidelines still in place.

When you have all the elements you want, you can either erase all the guide lines or just those
within the space.

Image description:Line drawing of a two point perspective. Which is the
corner of a room, with some of the guidelines erased.
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Once you are satisfied you’ve learned the techniques, ink over the pencil work, either with your
ruler or freehand, then add colour, or texture lines or shading to it.

Image description:Line drawing of a two point perspective. Depicting the corner of a room,
with a yellow table, a blue chair and orange picture.

Curves take more practice, but you can use your clutch pencil and erase and repeat until it looks
right before inking.
Optional: Find some examples of one and two point perspective techniques, and experiment
with them yourself.
Can you now notice perspective lines in any view you are looking at? Take some quick photos
with your phone which describe them and add these to your learning log

Tip
Use multiple sizes of plain paper sketch pads from A5 to A3 or larger. Try to carry one of the
smaller ones with you to record thoughts as they occur or notable things as you see them.
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Exercise 1.5: Perspective Sketches From Life
Find another interior space with four corners. One in which you can feasibly take up a position
in each corner to draw from. It could be anything from a dining room to a railway station
concourse, a library foyer or, if you can’t travel, another space in your home, but make sure
you can see across the centre to plenty of the opposing corner and walls. Get into your corner
position facing out with an A3/A2 sketchpad or A3/A2 paper taped or clipped to your stiff
board.
Draw a series of quick sketch views, one from each of the four corner positions. This time try to
make each view take in two of the other three corners in the scope of its composition. Try to
match a similar scope of composition in each sketch. Use the two-point perspective technique
but without drawing all the guide lines. Start by identifying the main straight lines which are
converging. With your clutch pencil, but not using your ruler, draw these lines of the floor/wall
intersections and the ceiling/wall intersections then add the vertical between floor and ceiling
that forms the corners. You can employ the connecting dot technique you practiced in Exercise
1.1.
If you are unable to travel, find four images of four different corners to work from.
Now switch to an ink pen and, using these lines as a reference, fill in the rest of the main detail
in the view, all the time looking for the perspective lines of every surface, edge or object. Keep
your sketch loose and try to take no more than 30 minutes per drawing. Sketch the view from
each corner of the space until you have a set of four. Experiment with colour shading to add
depth.
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Tip
Don’t detail everything or render everything in colour, let detail and colour give emphasis to
the focus of your sketch and leave elements to fade out at the edges of your paper.

Image description: Line drawing of the interior of Bristol train station. Image credit: Roland
Harmer, Bristol Temple Meads
Pen and paper sketching gives you the most freedom to illustrate onto paper what you see and
what’s in your mind’s eye. It will help you to begin to conceptualize and build towards design
work. Take a notebook and pen everywhere - you might just find some notable ideas as you go
to add to your learning log.
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Exercise: 1:6 Two Dimensional Computer Aided Design
In this exercise you will draw a plan view of a room or series of rooms using a computer.
You’ll need a computer with a 2D CAD program such as Vectorworks, AutoCad or LibreCAD.
Vectorworks and AutoCad (Autodesk) are free to students but you are advised to download the
specific software at the beginning of the course because registration can take some time.
www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/autocad
https://student.myvectorworks.net
http://librecad.org/cms/home.html
www.youtube.com/watch?v=74Cb06CLQbo
Adobe creative suite is available at a discounted monthly price for students:
www.adobe.com/uk/creativecloud/buy/students.html
A plan view looks directly down onto a space, usually depicting the floor and the objects in
contact with it. It is a ‘flat’ drawing as opposed to a perspective view.
You can reference the same four cornered space and introduce others adjoining it or find new
spaces you can access in person or online. Ideally, to keep it relatively easy, the spaces should
be orthogonal.
Now you need to take some approximate measurements. Draw a simple freehand version of the
plan to note down the measurements on, this sketch does not need to be at scale but the more
in proportion it is the easier to understand it will be.
Measure the basic width and the length of the space, for this exercise it is useful for you to
estimate the dimensions first as it’s a handy skill for any interior designer to practice. Try
imagining yourself lying down along a wall, and then estimate how many of you would fit.
Another way is to visually estimate the length of sides with respect to the height of a standard
door which is around 2 metres high. This gives useable measurements but a more accurate
method if possible is to pace out the space. One normal walking step = 0.75 m. Or you can
measure your foot and then walk heel-to-toe.
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Tip
If a space has a tiled floor, look at the tiles. You can visually estimate the size of a single tile. If
your foot (for adult male) is almost equal to 1 tile then it’s a 300mm2 tile. Other typical tile sizes
might be 200mm2, 450mm2 or 600mm2. If drawing in elevation, heights can be estimated by
measuring a brick course and counting them.
Now take note of doorway openings and windows and measure the location of these. Are there
any other features you need for a plan? Chimney breast? Steps down into the space? A partial
dividing wall or low wall feature? Now note the sizes and position of large or fixed furniture
and fittings like sofas, beds, baths and toilets, worktops or tables and finally smaller pieces like
chairs or small tables.
Using your measurements of the space, draw a plan on your computer. Allow for wall
thicknesses and set up guide lines on hidden layer you can turn off upon completion.

Image description: Plan drawing of a one bedroom appartment. Image credit: Plan drawing
courtesy of RSHP
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Try different line weights and styles within the programme and experiment with grey or
coloured fills to indicate different zones/rooms and hatching or dots to give emphasis.
Always create new layers for new levels of detail as you work. Draw doors and show the way
they open and add detail to features such as hob circles on a cooker-top to indicate use. You
can also add your dimensioning information on another layer.
Your guide lines might become dense, clouding the image, but when turned off you are left
only with the drawing lines you want to see.

Reflection
Look back over your work for this topic and your research around it. Which style(s) and
techniques of drawing do you prefer? Find a couple of new examples you like and record them
in your learning log along with notes about why they particularly appeal.
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Topic 2: Making
Modelmaking is an incredible tool for understanding and communicating interior spaces. Think
of it as physically drawing in 3D. With the third dimension you can suddenly see what is really
happening in a space and the effects of light within it.
Modelmaking is also important as it engenders an appreciation of scale within your work.
Modelling at scale and using the abstraction of uniform materials and surfaces can help you to
assess proportion and relationships which would not be easy to appreciate at 1:1 from inside an
actual interior space.

Image description: Small maquette of an interior of a residential building.
Image credit: Residential Interior Model

You may be looking down into a tiny world but your imagination places you within it. This
ability is enhanced every time you practice modelmaking and if you can think visually in three
dimensions you will thrive as a designer.
A hand-crafted model not only contains plan, elevation and sectional information (i.e. all your
ideas) in one place and shows you how all those elements interact, but it is a process which
tests and adapts those ideas during construction as well.
We are starting model making early to use it as a tool, rather than waiting to lovingly construct
a ‘nice’ model only at the very end of your design process. Models do not have to be ‘neat’. They
may need to be relatively precise and accurate but without necessarily being immaculate.
Don’t be ‘precious’ about your models. They are a tool for you on the road to realisation of your
scheme, even if they do then become a beautiful object for you and others to view. It is really
important not to be afraid to change your model if you change your design.
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A flawless model which conveys an old idea is of little use, other than a record of a point in time.
Unless you make a series of fast sketch models to show a progression, you will inevitably need
to pull bits off and replace them or cut elements away. Working models should evolve and the
marks left by this evolution will actually add depth and life to your construction. Make sure your
design leads your model, not the other way around.
The most important part of the modelmaking process is to decide which model to make. Firstly,
identify the problem you want the model to explore and communicate.
It is important to refer to which stage of the ‘design process’ you are at, meaning how far into
the detail of the design you have progressed, to know what type of model is needed.
•

Is the work at concept stage where detail is sparse so abstraction is needed?

Image description: Clear, red and yellow perspex model of a model of a housing concept.
Image credit: Housing concept model courtesy of RSHP
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Image description: Birds eye view of the interior of a maquette.
Image credit: Figure 14 Prouvé house detail interior courtesy of
RSHP
•
•

To explore basic design solutions, could it be a sketch model?
Is a removable roof or walls useful, so we can see inside?

Image description: Birds eye view of the interior of a maquette.
Image credit: Figure 15 Gin Distillery Antonia Lowe
•

Or does it need to compare detail, colour or texture?
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•

Would a sectional model convey the idea best?

Image description: Birds eye view of the interior of a maquette, with grey sofas.
Image credit: Figure 16 Interior, Studio Jenny Jones
•

Do you need to model the whole space, or a detail at a larger scale?

Image description: Cross section of an interior maquette with bright walls in orange, red,
green and pink. Image credit: Figure 17 Apartment Section Model, courtesy RSHP
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Image description: Image credit: Figure 18 Structure Detail, courtesy RSHP

Always work at scale, preferably a recognised one such as:
• 1:500
• 1:200
• 1:100
• 1:50
• 1:25
• 1:10

Tip
Remember the bigger the number the smaller the scale. 1:500 = 500 times smaller than real life,
which is - 1:1
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Always include at least one figure on your model to show the human scale for comparison. In
Fig 19 the largest figure (1:50), should be close to 37mm tall.

Image description: Image showing different sized plastic figures at
the side of a ruler for scale. Image credit: Figure 19 Plastic Figures,
4D The Modelshop.
Above figures are: 1:50 / 1:100 / 1:150 / 1:200 / 1:250 / 1:500

Tip
If you draw a floorplan at scale, you can glue your plan onto card or foamboard and build up
from it. ‘Spraymount’ is a well known spray adhesive useful for sticking paper to card with a
uniform covering. If used, you should wear a mask and use outdoors spraying the adhesive onto
your paper inside a bin or a cardboard box which can then be discarded. Non-toxic versions
are also available such as ADOS Water Based Spray Adhesive. These may take longer to dry but
should be just as effective. To avoid spraying altogether, you could use Pritt Stick or similar glue
stick, but apply to the card not the paper and be sure to cover the whole area.
Make some notes about scale in your learning log.
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Modelmaking Tools

Image description: Image on the left is a photograph of a scalpel blade and the image on the
right is a photograph of a scalpel handle. Image credit: Figure 20 10A blade 4D Figure 21 No3
scalpel 4D
What you’ll need:
• a No3 scalpel handle + 10A blades
• a 300mm steel rule
• a 600mm steel rule
• a 6”/150mm engineers square
• a large cutting mat
• a scale rule
• a clutch pencil
• scissors
• scale ruler (including 1:100, 1:50 + 1:25 scales)

Tip
Before using a scalpel, watch the video ‘ How to use a scalpel’ for its safe use in Modelmaking.
www.layoutlines.com/blog/how-to-use-a-scalpel
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Tip
Here’s one place to buy a scale ruler but check further online or locally to you.
www.whsmith.co.uk/products/whsmith-tri-scale-rule-30-cm/87896
These are the basic essentials, you can of course add to your tools as you go:
• a 150mm steel rule
• 4”, 3” or 2” engineers squares
• Metal tweezers
• retractable blade craft knife
• fine pliers
• sanding blocks
• a fine-tooth handsaw

Tip
Carve rigid foam or polystyrene block with the large retractable bladed knife or a fine tooth
‘Zona’ handsaw or ‘Gentleman’s’ saw (always with the blade moving away from your body/
hand).
The Swann Morton no 3 scalpel handle with 10A blades is your main tool for cutting paper, thin
card, wood veneer or foamboard and for scoring thin plastic to then snap it. The larger cutting
knife with retractable blade can be used to cut thicker card or sheet balsa. All cutting should
be done on a cutting mat, the bigger you can get the better. When cutting against a steel ruler,
always be aware of where your fingers are holding the ruler before you cut and unless thin
paper, don’t try to cut the material in one go.
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Tip
Here is one place to buy cutting mats and tools but check further online or locally to you as
there are many others. http://modelshop.co.uk/Shop/Tools/?page=1

Materials
A suggested basic range of materials:
• paper (including paper printed with imagery/textures*),
• between 8–14 sheets of A2 thin white card (for models)
• wood veneer
• balsa/basswood sheet.
• foamboard (foamed styrene core with paper coating top and bottom)
• clear acetate
• thin acrylic sheet (Perspex)
• Plasticine modelling clay
* Search up images of textures such as: tiles/woodgrain etc and print out.
You can also experiment with:
• corrugated card
• mirrored card
• foil backed card
• mountboard
• cork sheet
• foam sheet
• thin metal sheet or mesh
• tin foil
• fabric
• cellophane
• ribbon
• Nylon thread
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Tip
It’s the same for model making as it is for 1:1 interiors: There are hundreds of materials out there
so be creative.
Thin plastic needs to be around 0.5mm thick to score and snap, clear acrylic/perspex can
represent glass, alternatives are thin ABS sheet, butyrate or styrene.

Tip
Model Shop is one place to buy materials but check further online or locally to you as there are
many others.
http://modelshop.co.uk/Shop/Raw-Materials/
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Exercise 1.7: Cutting
For this exercise you will need:
• 1 x A2 sheet of 5mm thick white foamboard.
• clutch pencil
• scalpel
• 600mm steel rule
• 6”/150mm engineers square
Take your foamboard and cut a 60mm strip from its long edge. Mark the 60mm with a pencil
mark at each edge and use your steel rule and scalpel to cut it in a series of passes. Your first
pass should only cut through the top paper surface of the foamboard, your next deeper into
the same cut line through it’s foam core and your third pass finally cuts through the base layer.
Now use your engineers square against it’s long edge and your scalpel to cut perpendicular
strips. Measure in 25mm from the right-hand short edge and cut using the three passes
technique. Measure in 25mm again and repeat the three pass cutting for another identical strip.
Repeat this until you have 18 strips. Then cut one at 60mm and a final one at 50mm. Set these
cut pieces aside to use in a later exercise.

TIPS ON SAFE USE OF BLADES
Sharp scalpels are safer to use than blunt ones because there is less risk of them slipping as less
force needs to be used. When using any blade, if you are applying a lot of pressure to the point
where your fingers are white and your hand shakes; stop! You are trying too hard to cut in one
pass and the blade may break. Use controlled, multiple cuts with less force.
Carrying scalpels or other sharps, especially in crowded rooms, can present a hazard to yourself
and others. Carry sharps with the blade or point protected use a cork on a scalpel blade or a
craft knife with a retractable blade.
Watch this video showing how to safely load and remove a scalpel blade to the handle using
small pliers.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZS5q4TncXI
Carelessly-disposed sharps can present a hazard to waste handlers and others. Dispose of used
sharps in a safe container, eg a sturdy box, clearly labelled, sealed and wrapped.
Make notes in your learning log.
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Exercise 1.8: Score and Snap
Thin acrylic, styrene sheet or similar can be scored with your scalpel (again multiple times
without too much pressure) then snapped along the score line by placing on a surface such as a
table and snapping over its edge.
Use decisive and confident pressure close to the score as you snap. With smaller scored parts
hold between thumb and finger each side of the beginning of the score and gradually add
pressure until it begins to go and then move your fingers along the score line, following it as it
snaps.

Adhesives
•
•
•
•
•

Water based ‘white glue’ such as PVA
Clear paper glue such as Gloy
Adhesive sprays such as Photo/Display/Spraymount
Contact adhesives such as UHU or Bostik
Cyanoacrylate (superglue)

Cyanoacrylate adhesives are better known by their commercial names, Krazy Glue, Mighty
Bond, and Super Glue (among hundreds of others). These types of adhesives are incredibly
strong and bond extremely fast. Always replace the cap and clear up immediately. Use in a wellventilated area and apply from the thin nozzle or use a pin. Use very sparingly, Superglue is not
suitable for gluing large surface areas.
http://modelshop.co.uk/Shop/Adhesives/Super-Glues?orderby=1

Tip
4D Modelshop are an online outlet and London shop used by professionals and amateurs alike
giving great advice if needed and can ship to anywhere in the world.
Super Glues will glue almost any material but must be handled carefully. Apply to one surface
or part and place together immediately bearing in mind you cannot reposition parts. Hold
in place for 15 to 30 seconds making sure your fingers are not also gluing or sticking to your
model.
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Tip
If you do get some cyanoacrylate adhesive where you don’t want it, an easy way to remove it is
to use nail polish remover. However, you need to make sure that you choose one that contains
acetone as it eats away at these types of adhesives. Avoid using acetone to clean Superglue
from plastic as it can ‘cloud’ or damage plastic surfaces and never use it on skin. If you do stick
your fingers together, immerse in warm, soapy water for 5 minutes then gently tease them
apart. If it’s ingested or goes in your eye, seek medical help immediately.

Hot Glue Gun
These devices plug in to heat up and melt glue sticks, they are a fast way to glue a wide range
of materials - great for quick sketch models.

Tip
Never force the glue through by pressing hard on the trigger – when the glue is hot enough
gentle pressure on the trigger is enough to make the molten glue appear from the nozzle.
Watch out for messy strings of adhesive when using and keep the hot glue off your fingers.
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Solvent Based Adhesive
Plastic Weld is a good example of a solvent based adhesive: This solvent only sticks plastics, i.e.
perspex, ABS, butyrate, styrene or acrylic. It should be carefully poured into a specially designed
dispenser with a spring loaded metal top. This then dispenses a little solvent each time you
push down with a fine brush.

Image description: Image on the left is a photograph of a bottle of adesive and the image
on the right is a photograph of the dispenser for the adesive. Image credit: Figure 22 Solvent
Adhesive 4D, Figure 23 Dispenser 4D
You can buy Plastic Weld from websites such as 4D Model Shop.
Place the elements to be glued in position so the edges touch and run a small amount of the
solvent down the join with your fine brush, hold for a few more seconds and carefully release.
This method is extremely fast. Keep the solvent away from your fingers and use in a wellventilated area.

Fixings
•
•
•
•

dressmaking pins
staples
Velcro adhesive strip
adhesive tapes such as magic, masking or double-sided tape
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Workspace
If you can, set up a permanent workstation for model making with good task lighting. A place
where you can return to projects just as you left them and keep all the tools and materials
around you.
Make notes in your learning log.

Exercise 1.9: Simple Stair
For the following exercise you will need your eighteen 25 x 60 x 5mm thick foamboard strips,
plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•

clutch pencil
scalpel
600mm steel rule
half inch (12mm) thick double-sided tape
scissors
dressmaking pins

Have your 60mm x 25mm x 5mm thick foamboard strips ready to use.
You will now stack these to become stair treads at 1:25 scale. Remember 1:25 scale means one
centimetre on the drawing represents 25cm in reality.
Cut double sided tape into strips approximately 50mm long and stick them down to one half
of each tread. Peel the backing from the tape as you fix each tread to another, leaving the
underneath one to protrude 10mm as in section diagram below with one tread on top of the
other leaving 10mm protruding and tape shown in red.
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Image description: Section view detail of stair treads
Do this against an edge to keep your treads straight and keep checking them. After 18 treads
add the 60mm wide tread and the 50mm final tread. You should have a long straight stair that
you can stand at the correct angle to make each tread horizontal.
Pin three rectangles of foamboard together to form the corner of a space at scale, then pin
through the back of the wall into the side of the stair to fix it to the walls, you could also use
glue but you may need to remove and replace the stair in a later exercise so just use pins for
now. Cut out a 1:25 scale figure from thin card and mount them on a thin square of card to
stand up. Place them in the space under the stair to gauge its size.
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Image description: Plan view of a stair case elevation.
Record your stair model’s progress with photos and make notes in your learning log.
Having practised and mastered cutting and some fixing, in the next few exercises you will be
researching and designing a scheme using your basic stair model as your site.
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Exercise 1.10: Researching Ideas
Research as many design ideas for under stair spaces as you can. Do this in two different ways
- using primary research through which you gather your own information, and secondary
research in which you compile information and ideas from other people’s primary research.

Primary research
Use your drawing techniques explored in the first topic to draw any understair spaces you have
access to. Use drawing to describe what you see, but also as a tool to visualise how these spaces
might be constructed. Make notes on the materials used.

Secondary research
Use library resources or the internet to compile images and descriptions of understair spaces.
Include the aims of the various designs and estimate the methodology of their construction
and try to estimate and list all the materials used.
Reflect on these different approaches to research in your learning log. What did you take from
each?

Exercise 1.11: Design
In this exercise you will draw on your research to generate ideas which can shape your own
design scheme for the space created under your stairs on your model.
Use these questions to stimulate your inspiration. Make notes and doodle sketches as you
consider all the options you can.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What use can it offer?
Who would use the space?
Is it enclosed or open?
Does it extend beyond the width of the stair into the room?
Does it fold out and fold away?
What materials could be used?
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Reading Point
Dodsworth Simon, (2009) The Fundamentals of Interior Design, AVA Publishing
ISBN-10: 2940373922. You’ll find the relevant section as a resource on the student site named:
CN_FD0ID_P56_The Fundamentals of Interior Design
This book provides a thorough introduction to the key elements of interior design and the ideas
that underpin them. It touches lightly, but directly, on all aspects of the design process. Chapter
1 Outlines the design process as ‘Analysis’ which is your research, ‘Thinking on paper’ which is
your notes and doodled sketches and ‘Implementation’ which for you will be building your
design into your model.

Image description: Photograph of a hallway and staircase. Under the stairs has been
converted into an egg shaped space clad in wood where children are playing.
Image credit: Understair Playspace CplusC Architectural Workshop
From a children’s playspace as above to a reading nook or a VR gaming environment, explore a
broad range of your own ideas and sketch up three options using your choice of plan/section or
elevation drawings and perspective sketches and physically model your idea on your understair
model.
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Your design might involve storage or shelving as many understair spaces do, but if it does, try to
make it innovative in its form and construction. Think laterally, could it become a capsule spare
bedroom? A meditation space?
Start by drawing a plan and an elevation (side view) of the space and use your overlay roll to
work through some initial ideas.

Tip
If your design requires changes to the nature of the stairs themselves that’s fine, cut treads
away, replace them with different materials or forms or however you wish, just as long as it still
works as a stairway.
Also work with your physical stair model rather than only preparing designs away from it.
Measure the space at scale directly from your model and calculate it at 1:1 scale. Use this to test
your ideas and test mock ups on your model. Use more foamboard, card, Plasticine modelling
clay or any other material to experiment with many options as you did with the overlay roll,
taking quick photos as you work through rough idea options.

Exercise 1.12: 3D CAD
Test software to produce more 2D imagery and/or try out a 3D CAD programs such as AutoCad,
Adobe Sketchup or Blender to build a 3D model of your stair scheme.
Experiment with Photoshop or similar to produce further presentation work enhancing or
working over the imported photos of your model.
Make notes in your learning log.
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Project One: Reflective Commentary
This self-directed project asks you to assemble a selection of sketches, drawings, and model
photographs from your responses to the topics and exercises in Part One, and to produce
a short reflective commentary that narrates your experiences so far. Use your reflective
commentary to identify strengths and areas for development, present any questions you may
have, goals for Part Two, and an overall reflection on your learning so far. There’s no ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ way to respond to this first project. Think of it as a way to introduce your work to your
tutor by showing, and talking about, what you have done.
There are a number of ways you can undertake this project:
Use your learning log to collate material and present your reflective commentary. Scan and
copy your drawings and images and record them in your log. Your learning log can either be a
digital blog, or a physical (or digital) file you send to your tutor. Collate material from part one
for your tutor and write around 500-word reflective commentary that sits alongside your work.
Check over it, did you jot down notes on the exercises as you worked? Comment on what you’re
finding easy, what you’re finding more difficult.
Alternatively, you may want to produce a presentation in which you talk through your work,
either verbally or by using captions. This can be achieved digitally by recording your own
podcast, producing a short video that presents images of your work while you talk them
through, or producing a presentation such as a powerpoint. Your presentation should be
around 6 minutes long. Upload this file to your learning log, online, or send directly to your
tutor.
Well done on completing the first part of your course. Once you submit Project One, your tutor
will look at it, and provide feedback which you can use to help support your progress in Part
Two. You may find it useful to reflect on the experience of doing this project, as well as
identifying key pointers from your tutor’s feedback. Use your learning log to capture these
reflections.

Image description: Birds eye view of a 3D model of a small appartment in red, peach and
white. Image credit: Interior Model - Courtesy of Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
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